The following is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended for information purposes only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development, release, and timing of any features or functionality described for Oracle’s products remains at the sole discretion of Oracle.
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Business Challenges
How do I?

• Drive sustainable savings
  • Do more with fewer resources
  • Optimize transportation costing via flexible rating/routing
  • Ensure the most efficient, balanced loads (TL vs. LTL) with routing tools

• Improve performance execution
  • Ensure on-time deliveries
  • Leverage transportation best practices
Transportation Management System (TMS) at a Glance

**Inbound**
- Receive/Putaway
- Purchases
- Mfg / Assembly
- Transfers
- Outside Processing

**Internal Processing**
- Sales Orders
- Pick/Pack
- Route/Rate
- MOT/Carrier
- Count
- Manage Warehouse
- Consolidate
- Replenish

**Outbound**
- Customer Shipments
- Vendor Returns
- Transfers
- In-Transit
- Outside Processing
Benefits

• Decrease Freight Costs
  • Automated Routing and Rating
  • Shipment Consolidation and Load Building
  • Freight Audit capabilities

• Improve Transportation Information Visibility
  • Transportation cost visibility and allocation
  • Improved transport information tracking and availability

• Improve on-time delivery performance
Transportation Management Activities
EnterpriseOne Integrated Functionality

- Eliminate Integration
- Reduce Cost and Complexity
- Reduce Risk and Upgrade Issues
- Eliminate Problems with Reconciliation
- Simplify Support
Integrated Sales Orders to Carrier Payment
Maximize Your Customer On-Time Delivery Performance

Execution: Workflow Driven

Supplier

EDI and Manual Inbound Order Capture

Sales Orders  Shipment Creation  Route/Rate  Manage Load/Shipmenet  Create Ship Doc's  Issue ASN  Audit & Payment

Carriers

ASN Outbound

Customer

Continuous Improvement
On-Time Performance
Customer Satisfaction
Measure Tolerance
Integrated Purchase Orders thru to Carrier Payment

Maximize Your Inbound Receipt Performance

Supplier

Carriers

Integrated Purchase Orders thru to Carrier Payment

Maximize Your Inbound Receipt Performance

Continuous Improvement
Reduce Cycle Time
Limit Inventory
Measure Tolerance
Transportation Management

Summary
With TMS you can...

- Decrease Freight Costs
  - Automated Routing and Rating
  - Shipment Consolidation and Load Building
  - Freight Audit capabilities
- Improve Transportation Information Visibility
  - Transportation cost visibility and allocation
  - Improved transport information tracking and availability
- Improve on-time delivery performance
- Fully integrated, web-enabled solution
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